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Abstract
Networks of edge devices are collecting data at an ever-increasing rate. While
data generated in these federated networks is commonly unlabeled, most research
effort to date has instead focused on the problem of supervised federated learning
(FL). In this work, we explore the unique challenges—and opportunities—of unsupervised learning in federated networks. In particular, we develop and analyze a
communication-efficient federated clustering scheme, k-FED, based on the classical and widely-used Lloyd’s method for k-means clustering. In contrast to many
supervised problems, we show that the issue of statistical heterogeneity in federated networks can in fact benefit our analysis. We analyse k-FED under a center
separation assumption and compare it to the best known separation requirements
of its centralized counterpart. Our analysis shows that in heterogeneous regimes,
1
specifically where the number of clusters per
? device k is smaller than the total
1
number of clusters over the network k, pk ď kq, we can use heterogeneity to our
advantage—significantly weakening the cluster separation requirements for k-FED.
From a practical point of view, k-FED also has many properties that are desirable
in the federated setting: it is compute-lite, communication-efficient, asynchronous,
and can naturally handle node/network failures. We motivate our analysis with
experiments on several image and text benchmarks.
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Introduction

A growing prevalence of remote devices, coupled with privacy concerns over transmitting data, has
led to interest in the area of federated learning, in which the aim is to perform distributed machine
learning over large, heterogeneous networks of devices such as mobile phones or wearables [24]. In
practice, much of the data generated in federated networks is likely to be unlabeled or weakly labeled.
However, while significant attention has been given to the problem of supervised learning in such
settings, the problem of unsupervised federated learning has been relatively unexplored [17, 20].
In this work, we show that unsupervised learning presents unique opportunities for federated learning.
We focus on a defining characteristic of federated networks: statistical heterogeneity, i.e., that data
distributions may differ across devices. In supervised learning, many works have highlighted detrimental effects of statistical heterogeneity, observing that heterogeneity can lead to poor convergence
for federated optimization methods [21, 24], result in unfair models [26], or necessitate novel forms
of personalization [23, 30]. In contrast to these works, we show that heterogeneity can in fact have
measurable benefits for federated learning. We focus specifically on the role that heterogeneity plays
in clustering, via the development and analysis of a communication-efficient data clustering scheme.
Clustering is a crucial first step in many learning tasks and is widely used for exploratory data analysis.
While many works have explored techniques for distributed clustering (Section 2), most consider data
that is randomly partitioned over the network, and aim to achieve a clustering that is similar in quality
to the centralized setting. Instead, in this work, we study distributed clustering in settings where the
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data is non-identically distributed across the network, and show that our federated clustering schemes
can not only match, but also exceed, standard centralized baselines.
The method we propose, k-FED, carefully considers constraints of learning over a network of devices.
k-FED works with a single round of communication with a centralized server. Each device z solves
a local k z -means problem and only communicates a message of size Opdk z q containing its local
cluster means. This approach allows for device failures, only requiring that there are enough devices
available in the network such that there are k target clusters in the available data. Even one device per
cluster is sufficient for clustering data currently available on the network. Moreover, it is possible to
cluster points in previously unavailable devices via a simple recomputation at the central server.
When analyzing k-FED, our focus is on a large network of edge devices
? where each device z only
contains data from a small number of the total clusters, i.e., k z “ Op kq. Such settings are likely
to occur in heterogeneous networks when the devices only observe or interact with a portion of the
complete environment. In this regime, we show that our separation requirement (which is key in the
analysis of clustering methods) is similar to that of the centralized counterpart.
? More interestingly,
while the centralized setting requires all pairs of cluster centers to satisfy a Op kq center separation
requirement, the federated approach can get away with a large fraction of cluster pairs satisfying a
1
weaker Opk 4 q separation requirement. This is the first result we are aware of to analyze the benefits
of structure and heterogeneity in the context of distributed clustering.
Contributions. We propose and analyze a one-shot communication scheme for federated clustering.
Our proposed method, k-FED, addresses common practical concerns in federated settings, such
as high communication costs, stragglers, and device failures. Theoretically, we show that k-FED
performs
in regimes where each device only has data from at
? similarly to centralized clustering
?
most k clusters with a similar Op kq center separation assumption. Moreover, in contrast to
1
the centralized setting, we show that a large number of cluster pairs need only a Opk 4 q weaker
separation assumption in heterogeneous networks. Our work highlights that heterogeneity, if carefully
considered, can have distinct benefits for a subset of problems in federated learning.
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Background and Related Work

Centralized Clustering. Clustering is one of the most widely-used unsupervised learning methods,
and has been extensively studied in both centralized and distributed settings. Although a variety of
clustering methods exist, Lloyd’s heuristic [22] remains popular due to its simplicity. In the worst
case, Lloyd’s heuristic is known to take superpolynomial time to converge [1], but under suitable
separation assumptions, can converge in polynomial time depending on the initialization [1, 3, 19, 27].
The method we propose, k-FED (Section 3.3), is a simple, communication-efficient distributed
variant of these classical techniques. k-FED runs Lloyd’s method for k-means clustering locally
on each device, and then performs one round of communication to aggregate and assign clusters.
Our work builds on the analysis of Lloyd’s algorithm developed by Kumar and Kannan [19] and
later improved in Awasthi and Sheffet [3]. These works develop a deterministic framework with no
distributional assumptions on the data, which subsumes a number of previous results [e.g., 25, 27].
Parallel and Distributed Clustering. Many works have explored parallel or distributed implementations of centralized clustering techniques [5, 9, 10, 31, 33]. Unlike the one-shot communication
scheme explored herein, these methods are typically direct parallel implementations of methods such
as Lloyd’s heuristic or DBSCAN [12], and require numerous rounds of communication. Another
line of work has considered communication-efficient distributed clustering variants that require only
one or two rounds of communication [4, 6, 7, 13, 16, 18]. These works are mostly empirical, in that
there are no provable guarantees on the approximation quality of the distributed schemes. The works
of [4, 6, 7] differ by providing communication-efficient distributed coreset methods for clustering,
along with provable approximation guarantees. However, these works do not explore the federated
setting or potential benefits of heterogeneity in their analyses.
Federated Clustering. Several works have previously explored clustering in the context of supervised federated learning, as a way to better model non-IID data [14, 15, 29, 30]. These works differ
from our own by clustering specifically in terms of devices, focusing on the downstream supervised
learning task, and using either iterative [15, 29, 30] or centralized [14] clustering schemes. More
recently, a distributed matrix factorization based clustering approach was explored in [32] for the
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purposes of unsupervised learning. However, while the authors consider the impact of statistical
heterogeneity on their convergence guarantees, the focus is not on one-shot clustering or on showing
distinct benefits of heterogeneity in their analyses.

3

Preliminaries and Main Results

In this section, we begin by discussing some preliminaries and existing results in clustering related
to Lloyd-type methods (Section 3.1). We then provide intuition and motivation for heterogeneous
clustering through an empirical study in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we present our method
k-FED and state our theoretical results. We provide detailed proofs in Appendix A.
3.1

Centralized k-means

In the standard (centralized) k-means problem, we are given a matrix A P Rnˆd where each row Ai
is a data point in Rd . We are also given a fixed positive integer k ď n, and our objective is to partition
the data points into k disjoint partitions, T “ pT1 , . . . , Tk q, so as to minimize the k-means cost:
φpT q “

k ÿ
ÿ

2

kAi ´ µpTj qk2 .

(1)

j“1 iPTj

Here
řwe use µpSq as an operator to indicate the mean of the points indexed by S, i.e., µpSq “
1
iPS Ai . To ease notation, we simplify this as µr :“ µpTr q, when Tr is unambiguous.
|S|

1

2
3

Algorithm 1: Local k z -means
Input: The matrix of data points Az and an integer k z .
Project Az onto the subspace spanned by the top k z singular vectors to get Âz . Run any standard
10-approximation algorithm on the projected data and estimate k z centers (ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νkz ).
Set Sr Ð ti : kÂzi ´ νr k2 ď 31 kÂzi ´ νs k2 , for every su and θr Ð µpSr q.
Run Lloyd steps until convergence
Ur Ð ti : kAzi ´ θr k2 ď kAzi ´ θs k2 , for every su
θr Ð µpUr q.
Result: Cluster assignments pU1 , U2 , . . . , Ukz q and their means Θ1 “ pθ1 , . . . , θk1 q.
Notation. We now introduce several definitions and notations that will be used throughout the paper.
Let kAk denote the spectral norm of a matrix A, defined as kAk “ maxu:kuk2 “1 kAuk2 , and let
kAi k2 denote the `2 norm of a vector Ai . For consistency, we index individual rows of A with i
and j. Moreover, when the clustering T1 , . . . , Tk is fixed, we index clusters with r, s, e.g., Ar is the
matrix of points indexed by Tr . For notational convenience, we let cpAi q to denote the cluster index
for data point Ai such that, Ai P TcpAi q . Finally, let C be a n ˆ d matrix with each row Ci “ µcpAi q .
For cluster Tr with nr “ |Tr |, we define
˜ r :“
∆

? kA ´ Ck
k ?
.
nr

(2)

?
Here the quantity kA ´ Ck{ nr can be thought of as a deterministic analogue of the standard
˜r `∆
˜ s q is useful when reasoning about the separation between clusters Tr
deviation. The quantity p∆
and Ts , which is a key quantity in analyzing the difficulty of k-means clustering. In particular, we say
that the two clusters Tr and Ts are well separated if for large enough constant c, their means satisfy:
˜r ` ∆
˜ sq .
kµr ´ µs k2 ě cp∆

(3)

Thus, two clusters are well separated if their means are c-standard-deviations apart. Using the center
separation assumption in (3), Awasthi and Sheffet [3] show that the Lloyd-like algorithm defined
in Algorithm-1 correctly clusters all but a small fraction of the data points. We will state their result
3

formally in Lemma 1, but before that we define a proximity condition, that will be used to precisely
characterize the misclassified points. Let
˙
ˆ
1
1
gr,s “ ? ` ?
kA ´ Ck .
nr
ns
Definition 3.1. A point Ai for some i P Ts is said to satisfy the proximity condition, if for every
r ‰ s, the projection of Ai onto the line connecting µr and µs , denoted by Āi satisfies
Āi ´ µr

2

´ Āi ´ µs

2

ě gr,s .

We refer to points that do not satisfy the proximity condition as ‘bad points’. We now state the main
result from [3] in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Awasthi-Sheffet, 2011). Assume there exists a well separated clustering
T “ pT1 , . . . , Tk q.
Then, after step 2 of Algorithm-1, for every r, it holds that
?1 kA ´ Ck. Moreover, if the number of bad points is n, then (a) the clusterkµpSr q ´ µr k2 ď 25
c
nr
ing tU1 , U2 , . . . , Uk u misclassifies no more than p ` Op1qc´4 qn points and (b)  ă Oppc ´ ?1k q´2 q.
Finally, if  “ 0 then all points are correctly assigned.
When we say missclassify, we mean with respect to T and upto a permutation of labels. Lemma 1
tells us that the cluster means, µpSr q, are not very far away from the target cluster means, µr . Note
that we do not make any distributional assumption in this framework; all relevant quantities are
defined in terms of the data matrix A and T . Our result will follow the same framework.
3.2

k-FED: Motivation

In the federated setting, the data points both originate and reside on devices in the network. Similar
to the centralized setting, our objective is to classify the data on the entire network into k clusters
such that each device knows the cluster assignments for its local dataset. We assume that each device
can communicate to a central server.
Before we formally present our theoretical results, we first build some intuition for our method and
analyses. Our focus is on a large network of devices where, while over the entire network,
? the number
z
of clusters k can be quite large, each device z only contains data from a small k “ Op kq number of
clusters. We will argue that, for such settings, if a target T over the entire data exists satisfying certain
separation assumptions, then solving the ‘easier’ sub-problems on individual devices and combining
the result is more advantageous than the alternate approach of combining all the (anonymized) data
into one place and solving a single instance of the clustering problem.
In general, these settings are applicable to a variety of practical problems of interest, most often in
cases where the data is generated on the end-points themselves. For instance, consider identifying
interest of mobile phone users based on the interaction data on an application. Here the interaction
data is generated by the user on their particular device, and will reflect the tastes of individual. While
the total number of ‘tastes’ (clusters) over the entire network could be quite large, a typical user will
be interested in only a small number of them. Observe how the partition of the data among devices
in the network is ‘structured’ in this sense. Such structures may not exist in classical distributed
settings, where the data is the often randomly partitioned among worker nodes. Moreover, even in
the federated setting we lose this structure if we were to anonymize and combine the data.
To highlight this advantage further, we compare the clustering performance of a naive two-stage
Lloyd’s algorithm on two different partitions of data: (i) one with IID random partitions, and (ii)
another with structured partitions. In particular, each device z P rZs first performs a local clustering
step using Lloyd’s algorithm and returns the cluster centers Θz “ pθ1z , . . . , θkz z q corresponding to
the local clustering T z “ pT1z , T2z , . . . , Tkzz q to the central node. The central node then runs Lloyd’s
algorithm on these cluster centers and partitions them into k clusters. This second stage induces a
partition on the data points on each node; for devices z1 and z2 , if θiz1 and θjz2 are assigned to the
same cluster at the central node, say r, then points Tiz1 and Tjz2 are assigned to cluster r.
While several benchmarks exist for supervised federated learning, there is a lack of publicly available
data related to clustering for federated learning. We thus use two sources of data in our experiments:
We first look at two common benchmarks for supervised federated settings, MNIST and EMNIST,
4
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Figure 1: Comparing the performance of a naive extension of Lloyd’s method on two types of splits
(partitions) of data on the network. On the y axis we have the k-means cost φ (scaled by 10´3 ) for
various values of k on the x-axis.
and assign ‘clusters’ according to class labels. We then look at two classic clustering datasets,
NeurIPS [28] and Reddit [11]. For both datasets, we create partitions either randomly or by assigning
only a small number of clusters to each device; see Appendix B for details. Figure 1 presents the
clustering cost φ of the final assignments on four different datasets. Across these datasets, we see that
the clustering on structured splits outperforms clustering on random splits in all but one case in terms
of φ. We build on this intuition to analyze heterogeneous clustering more rigorously in Section 3.3.
3.3

k-FED: Method and Main Result

We now present our method k-FED, described in Algorithm 2, and our main results. In the first step
of k-FED, each (available) device z P rZs runs Algorithm-1 locally and solves a local clustering
problem with their local dataset Az and parameter k z . We assume that k z is known. This stage
outputs local cluster centers and cluster assignments for each device. Note that even though each
device has classified its own points into clusters, we do not have a matching for points across devices.
The central server attempts to create this matching by aggregating the local cluster centers and
separating them into k sets. As before, these sets induce a partition of the data on the network. If the
number of devices is Z, and k 1 “ maxz k z , then this step runs in roughly OppZk 1 q2 log Zk 1 q time.
Notation. Let A be an n ˆ d data matrix of all the data points in our network. We index individual
z
devices by z P rZs and thus, we denote the data-matrix for any particular device by Az P Rn ˆd ,
where nz is the number of data points on the device. Az is some subset of rows of A. Let T “
pT1 , . . . , Tk q be a clustering of all the data, referred to as a target clustering. For a fixed T , let
T z “ pT1z , T2z , . . . , Tkz q be subsets of our target clustering that reside on a device z. Note that, some
Tiz could be empty. Let k z be the number of non-empty subsets on that this device. For simplicity
we assume k z is identical for each device z P rZs and denote it by k 1 . For the general case we can
have k 1 “ maxz k z , and our proofs will follow. Similar to the centralized case, let C z be a nz ˆ d
matrix of the local cluster means, i.e. of T z . Consider a non-empty susbset Trz cluster Tr on some
device and with nzr “ |Trz |. We say that Trz is a large cluster, for a constant m0 ą 1, nzr ě m10 nr .
We will use this notion to ensure that individual devices have ‘enough’ points. Let,
ˆ
˙
?
kA ´ Ck
kA ´ Ck
∆r “ k 1 ?
,
and λ “ k 1
(4)
?
nr
nmin
Here nmin “ minr |Tr |, is the size of the smallest cluster.
For our analysis, we require two different separation assumptions. We refer to them as active and
inactive separation and introduce them through the following two definitions.
Definition 3.2 (Active/Inactive cluster pairs). A pair of clusters pTr , Ts q are said to be an active pair
if there exists at least one device that contains data points from both Tr and Ts . If no device has data
points from both clusters Tr and Ts , we refer to the cluster pair pTr , Ts q as an inactive pair.
Definition 3.3. We
? say that two clusters Tr and Ts satisfies the active separation requirement if,
kµr ´ µs k2 ě 2c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q, for some large enough constant
c. Similarly, we say that they
?
satisfy the inactive separation requirement if kµr ´ µs k2 ě 10 m0 λ.
Note that the inactive separation requirement is much weaker than the active separation requirement
for the smallest cluster. We now state our main theorem, which characterizes the performance of our
two stage algorithm. We provide a detailed proof in Appendix A.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume there exists a target clustering T of only large clusters such that all active
cluster pairs satisfy the active separation requirement and all inactive pairs satisfy the inactive
separation requirement. Then, at termination of Algorithm-2 all but Op c12 qn points are correctly
classified. Moreover, if data points for the local clustering problem on each device satisfies the
proximity condition, then all points are classified correctly.
As before, by classified we mean that the clustering produced by k-FED and T agree on all but
Op c12 qn points, up to permutation of labels. Note that the above theorem holds for any k z ď k. Thus,
our active separation requirement is stricter than that required in centralized clustering in general
when k 1 « k. Further, as one would expect, as the number of points per cluster on each device
?
decreases, the local clustering becomes harder. This is highlighted by our poor dependency on m0 .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Algorithm 2: k-FED
On each device z P rZs, run Algorithm-1 with local data Az and k 1 and obtain local cluster
centers Θz “ pθ1z , . . . , θkz 1 q
For each θjz , pz, jq P rk 1 s ˆ rZs, MAKE-SETpθjz q.
for each pair of centers pθjz , θtz q ordered in increasing distance kθjz ´ θtz k2 do
// UNION() and FIND() methods from the union-find data structure.
if FIND(θjz ) ‰ FIND(θtz ) then
UNION(FIND(θjz ), FIND(θtz ))
end
if Number of sets ď k ´ 1 then
Discard last union and return the k-sets.
end
end
Result: Local cluster centers partitioned into k sets.
However, as discussed previously, the data residing on the devices in federated networks are generated
locally, and in a large number of practical cases, the partition is heterogeneous: number of subsets
of target
? clusters that reside on a device is much smaller than the total number of cluster. For
k 1 ď k, our active separation requirement reduces to that of the centralized k-means problem (with
?
an additional m0 penalty) and our inactive separation requirement weakens to k 1{4 .
?
Corollary 1.1. Assuming k 1 ď k, an active cluster pair pTr , Ts q satisfies the active separation
requirement if
˙
ˆ
a
?
kA ´ Ck kA ´ Ck
“ c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q.
kµr ´ µs k2 ě c m0 k
` ?
?
nr
ns
Similarly, an inactive cluster pair pTr , Ts q satisfies the inactive separation requirement if
ˆ
˙
?
1
kA ´ Ck
4
.
kµr ´ µs k2 ě 10 m0 k
?
nmin
The cluster means of inactive cluster pairs can be much closer to each other than active pairs due to
the weaker separation requirement. Since the centralized clustering setup requires all pairs of cluster
means to satisfy the stricter active separation requirement, these datasets do not have the clustering
guarantees of [3]. Clustering in the distributed setting retains these.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we highlight how heterogeneity in federated networks can be beneficial by rigorously
analyzing the effects of heterogeneity on a simple, communication-efficient variant of Lloyd’s
algorithm for distributed clustering. Our initial results reveal
several interesting questions worthy of
?
further study: (1) Can we remove our dependency on m0 , perhaps with additional distributional
assumptions? (2) Is it possible to refine our inactive analysis by characterizing the number of inactive
cluster pairs? (3) Although we assume k and k 1 are known, can these determine be determined from
the data itself? More generally, we believe that other, specific notions of heterogeneity—together
with careful analyses—may provide benefits for a plethora of other problems in federated learning,
which is a direction we hope to continue exploring in future work.
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A

Proofs

Before we can proceed to proving theorem 3.1, we need to establish a few preliminary results. Let
Trz be the subset of points of a cluster Tr on device z. Recall that we use i to index points and r, s to
index clusters. For any point, Azi on device z, let cpAzi q denote the index of the cluster it belongs to.
That is,
z
Azi P TcpA
z q Ď TcpAz q .
i
i

Our first lemma bounds how far the ‘local’ cluster mean µpTrz q can deviate from µpTr q.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 5.2 in [19]). Let Trz be a subset of Tr on device z. Let µpTrz q denote the mean of
the points indexed by Trz . Then,
kA ´ Ck
.
kµpTrz q ´ µpTr qk2 ď a
|Trz |
Proof. Let Az be the sub-matrix of A on device z and let C̃ z be the corresponding sub-matrix of our
matrix of means C. Let u be an indicator vector for points in Trz . Observe that,
a
k |Trz |pµpTrz q ´ µr q k2 “ kpAz ´ C̃ z q ¨ uk2 ď kAz ´ C̃ z kkuk2 ď kA ´ Ck |Trz |.
Here, for the last inequality, we note that pAz ´ C̃ z q contains a subset of rows of pA ´ Cq.
Now consider the local clustering problem on each device z. The device has a data matrix Az , whose
rows are a subset of A. Let T1z , T2z , . . . , Tkz be subsets of T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk on this device, such that no
more than k 1 of them are non-empty. Construct a matrix C z , of the same dimensions as Az where for
each row of Az , the corresponding row of C z contains the mean of the local cluster the point belongs
z
to. That is, i-th row of C z contains µpTcpA
z q q.
i

Using this next lemma, we bound the operator norm of the matrix pAz ´ Cq, in terms of pA ´ Cq.
Lemma 3. Let T1z , T2z , . . . Tkz be subsets of target cluster that reside on a device such that k 1 of them
are non-empty. Let Az be the corresponding nz ˆ d data matrix. Let C z be the corresponding matrix
z
of means; that is each row Ciz “ µpTcpA
z q q. Then,
i
?
kAz ´ C z k ď 2 k 1 kA ´ Ck
Proof. Let C̃ z be an nz ˆ d matrix where C̃iz “ µpTcpAzi q q. First, consider a unit vector u along the
top singular direction and observe that,
kC̃ z ´ C z k2 “

k
ÿ

k
´`
ÿ
˘ ¯2
2
2
|Trz | µpTrz q ´ µpTr q ¨ u ď
|Trz |kµpTrz q ´ µpTr qk2 ďpaq k 1 kA ´ Ck .

r“1

r“1

Here for inequality paq we invoke Lemma 2. Also note that kAz ´ C̃ z k ď kA ´ Ck Thus, we have
?
?
kAz ´ C z k ď kAz ´ C̃k ` kC̃ ´ C z k ď p1 ` k 1 qkA ´ Ck ď 2 k 1 kA ´ Ck.

Now using Lemma 2 and 3, we translate our active separation condition to the separation condition
of [3] required for Algorithm-1. Since Algorithm-1 is run locally on each node, it is unaffected by the
passive separation condition, as by definition, subsets of only active cluster pairs exist on each device.
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?
Lemma 4. Let pTr , Ts q be cluster pairs such that, kµr ´ µs k2 ě 2c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q. Let Trz Ď Tr
and Tsz Ď Ts be large subsets on device z. Then,
?
kµzr ´ µzs k2 ě c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q
Proof. Using the triangle inequality, we have
kµzr ´ µzs k2 ě kµr ´ µs k2 ´ kµzr ´ µr k2 ´ kµs ´ µzs k2
?
kA ´ Ck kA ´ Ck
ěpaq 2c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q ´ ? z ´ ? z
nr
ns
˙
ˆ
?
kA
´
Ck
kA
´ Ck kA ´ Ck
kA
´
Ck
` k1 ?
´ ? z ´ ? z
ě 2c m0 k 1 ?
nr
ns
nr
ns
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
c
c
?
?
1
nr
kA
´
Ck
1
n
kA ´ Ck
s
1
ě 2´ 1
c
c m0 k 1 ?
m
k
`
2
´
?
0
z
1
z
ck
nr m 0
nr
ck
ns m0
ns
?
?
?
kA ´ Ck
kA ´ Ck
ěpbq c m0 k 1 ?
` c m0 k 1 ?
ě c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q.
nr
ns
b
r
ď 1.
Here (a) follows from Lemma 2. For (b) note that nzr ě m10 nr and thus, ck1 1 nznm
0
r

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. We first use Lemma 4 followed by Lemma 1 to show that
the local clustering problem on each device returns cluster means that are ‘close’ to the target cluster
means and most of the points are classified correctly. We proceed to then use the inactive separation
requirement to argue that Algorithm-2 correctly groups cluster means of subsets of the same target
cluster. This will then give the required clustering over the entire network.
Proof. Consider a cluster Tr , and its subsets Trz , on devices z P rZs. Let θrz be the mean returned by
each of these devices returned by Algorithm-1. We now show that Algorithm-2 run on the central
node, on termination, outputs k sets, one for each cluster, such that all θrz belong to the same set.
Note that this is sufficient to match correctly classified points across devices since this will induce a
partition among the data points on each devices.
From Lemma 4 we see that, under the center separate assumptions, subsets of any two clusters Tr , Ts
satisfy
c
c
˙
ˆ
?
kA ´ Ck nzr m0
kA ´ Ck nzs m0
1
z
z
` ? z
kµr ´ µs k2 ě c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q ě ck
? z
n
nr
ns
nzs
˙ r
˙
ˆ
ˆ z
?
kA ´ Ck kA ´ Ck
kA ´ C z k kAz ´ C z k
ě ck 1
ěpaq c k 1
`
.
? z ` ? z
? z
? z
nr
ns
nr
ns
Here, for inequaity (a), we used the fact that kAz ´ C z k ě ?1k1 kA ´ Ck, from Lemma 3. Thus, the
local clustering problem, with target clusters T1z , T2z , . . . , Tkz , satisfies the center separation condition
of [3] specified in Lemma 1. Now, consider some device z. Let θrz be the cluster mean of Srz
corresponding to Trz Ď Tr . Then from Lemma 1 we have,
kθrz ´ µpTrz qk2 ď

25 kAz ´ C z k
.
? z
c
nr

Thus,
25 kAz ´ C z k kA ´ Ck
kθrz ´ µpTr qk2 ď kθrz ´ µpTrz qk2 ` kµpTrz q ´ µpTr qk2 ďpaq
` ? z
? z
c
nr
nr
ˆ
˙
?
? kA ´ Ck
50
1
kA
´
Ck
ď k1
`?
? z ď 2 k1 ? z
c
nr
nr
k1
a
?
kA
´
Ck
ďpbq 2 k 1 m0 ?
ď 2 m0 λ.
(5)
nr
Here for inequality (a), we applied Lemma 2. For inequality (b), we used the fact that nzr ě m10 nr ě
1
m0 nmin . Now we exploit our inactive separation assumption. Note that every active cluster pair
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?
?
pTr , Ts q, also satisfy the inactive separation requirement as 2c m0 p∆r ` ∆s q ě 10 m0 λ. Thus,
for two clusters r and s, and θrz1 and θsz2 from two devices z1 and z2 we have,
kθrz1 ´ θsz2 k2 “ kpµr ´ µs q ` pθrz1 ´ µr q ´ pθsz2 ´ µs qk2
ě kµr ´ µs k2 ´ kθrz1 ´ µr k2 ´ kθsz2 ´ µs k2
?
ě 6 m0 λ.

(6)

Now consider a fully connected weighted graph whose vertices represent θrz for z P rZs and r P rks.
For two vertices θrz1 and θsz2 , let the edge weights be kθrz1 ´ θsz2 k2 . We refer to an edge between
θrz1 and θsz2 as an inter-cluster edge and similarly, and edge between θrz1 and θrz2 as an intra-cluster
edge. Note from (5) and (6), that intra-cluster edges weights are at most 2λ while inter-cluster
edges are at least 6λ. Thus step 2 of Algorithm-2, which iterates over the edges sorted in increasing
order of edge weight, observes all intra-cluster edges before it sees any inter cluster edges. As the
algorithm exhausts all its intra-cluster edges, we will have with precisely k connected components
corresponding to the k partition we require. The first inter-cluster edge the algorithm encounters
causes the number of connected components to become k ´ 1. We discard this edge and output the
required k-partitions.
For the bound on the number of misclassified points note that for each device, no more than Opc´2 qnz
points are misclassified, from Lemma 1. Moreover, if the proximity condition is satisfied for each
device, then no points are misclassified. Summing over all devices proves the result. Finally, to see
that the algorithm takes OppZk 1 q2 logpZk 1 qq time, note that the dominating step is sorting all the
edges of the graph. There can be at most Zk 1 edges, leading to OppZk 1 q2 logpZk 1 qq complexity for
this sorting step.

B

Datasets

For our experiments we use four datasets—two standard classification datasets MNIST and
EMNIST[8] and two clustering datasets, NeurIPS [28] and Reddit-Top from the UCI repository[11].
To generate the structured partitions we use for our experiments, we use two different heuristics. For
classification datasets with L classes, we divide data points in each class into Lk clusters. This gives
us k clusters overall.?We then divide this dataset among simulated devices such that each has data
from no more than k of these clusters. Of course, we are implicitly assuming here that there is
some clustering structure within each label.
For the unlabeled datasets Reddit-Top and NeurIPS, we use a different strategy. We first use D2
sampling as in [2] to get k ‘initial centers’ for each of these datasets. We then assign each point
to their nearest ‘initial center’ to create a clustering.
As before, we partition this clustering among
?
simulated devices such that each get atmost k clusters.
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